Product Development Security Assessment Datasheet
Business Challenge
Cyber incidents against Industrial
Control Systems (ICS) and SCADA
systems are happening with increasing
frequency. Manufacturers, system
integrators and service providers of
these systems need to mitigate the
risk of product exploitation while also
preparing for compliance with rapidly
emerging security standards.

Solution
Wurldtech’s Product Development
Security Assessment is a comprehensive evaluation of industrial
automation manufacturers and
system integrators’ adherence to
cyber security best practices for
the development and deployment
of ICS systems.

Benefits
• Improves product security by
addressing product weaknesses
during development to reduce the
risk of a public breach
•R
 educes product costs by lowering
the cost of remediation of security
risks typically found after product
deployment
•E
 nhances compliance efforts
by aligning process improvement
recommendations with relevant
industry standards, regulations and
best practices
•P
 rovides a competitive advantage
with customers who have supplier
compliance requirements

Product Development Security
Assessment
Industrial control systems (ICS) and SCADA systems are experiencing
a rapidly increasing rate of network-based cyber incidents, putting
production, reputation and profits at risk. Automation manufacturers
and system integrators need to address the elevated risk of product
exploitation in ICS, while also preparing for looming compliance
requirements with rapidly emerging standards (e.g. IEC 62443).
To help mitigate risks and enable compliance, Wurldtech’s security
services offer assessments with actionable results, based on technical
expertise developed over many years as a leader in industrial security
assessments, protection and certification.

Challenge
As industrial control systems become increasingly connected, the
threat of a successful cyber attack greatly increases too. According to
a 2014 report,* nearly 70 percent of surveyed companies with critical
infrastructure suffered a security breach in the last year, and the gap
between security concerns and preparedness continues to widen.
Automation manufacturers, system integrators and service providers
are under tremendous pressure to mitigate the elevated risk of product
exploitation, while also preparing for imminent compliance requirements
to align with relevant industry standards, regulations and best practices.

Solution
Wurldtech’s Product Development Security Assessment is a
comprehensive evaluation of industrial automation manufacturers and
system integrators’ adherence to cyber security best practices for the
development and deployment of ICS systems and devices. It includes
assessing a product development team and one or more of their
products. The results reduce the risk of a public breach by resolving
security weaknesses during product development.
The security assessments are delivered by established industry experts
who contribute and author industry standards (such as IEC 62443), and
include actionable results to support immediate security risk remediation
for better product development planning.

*Source: Security Magazine July 2014

FEATURES
Each assessment includes:
• Preparation: Scope applicable standards and tailor tools
to assessment target
• Information Gathering: Request relevant customer documentation
relating to people, architecture and technology
•D
 ocumentation Review: Review customer process and architecture
documentation
• Interviews and Inspection: Survey site and meet with managers,
architects and engineers to gain process and contextual information
beyond the documentation
•E
 valuate the Security Development Life Cycle for security practices
that assist in delivering secure products to include:
› Cyber security strategy and processes
› Verification and validation
› Third-party code is validated for security
› Base security features included in delivered products
› Secure coding practices and testing
› Security is designed into the product
› Secure components from suppliers
• Align with standards such as IEC 62443-2-4 and BSIMM
• Findings Report: Generate results designed to facilitate an action plan

BENEFITS

Wurldtech customers
include 5 of the
top 6 super-major
energy companies,
and 9 of the top 10
automation vendors

Delivers actionable
results

Supports immediate security risk remediation
for better product development planning

Provides brand
protection

Reduces the risk of a public breach
in your product

Enables compliance
readiness

Aligns your processes with industry best practices
(IEC 62443 and BSIMM)

Supplies higher ROI

Leverages process improvement
recommendations to increase product
quality and reduce issues after deployment

Creates a competitive
advantage

Wins customers who have supplier
compliance requirements

DELIVERABLES

Report

Includes:
• Executive summary and charts
• Qualitative and quantitative analysis results
• Customized, prioritized and actionable
recommendations
• Organization results regarding: secure
development best practices, patch
management, physical security, security
strategy and metrics
• Product results regarding: secure development
life cycle, architecture, deployment, design
requirements, standards and user
documentation

Site Survey Results

Includes:
• Workbook with data extraction options

The Wurldtech Advantage
Wurldtech’s industrial security experts have deep experience
in critical infrastructure, including detailed analysis of the most
extensive set of devices and systems from all major manufacturers.
This expertise includes practical, hands-on experience conducting
hundreds of onsite customer security assessments. With HUET/
BOSIET, RigPass and TWIC certifications, Wurldtech analysts can
conduct assessments anytime, anywhere including production plants,
remote sites, and even oil rigs at sea.
All Wurldtech assessments are based on international best practices,
standards and Wurldtech’s proprietary methodology, and include
comprehensive reports with actionable insight covering gaps in
security procedures and standards compliance, and remediation
recommendations to immediately improve security.

Summary
Product Development Security Assessments help ICS manufacturers,
system integrators and service providers resolve security weaknesses
during product development, which in turn saves money, time and
brand image by reducing the risk of a public breach. Detailed reporting
with actionable insight discovers gaps in security procedures and
standards compliance, and includes recommendations to immediately
improve the product’s security

NEXT STEPS
For more information
or to schedule training,
please contact Wurldtech sales:
Toll free: 1 877 369 6674
Email: sales@wurldtech.com
or visit wurldtech.com
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